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Kinetically Induced Fine Secondary a-Ti Phase
Formation in a Novel As-Cast Titanium Alloy

ZHI LIANG, JIASHI MIAO, XUEJUN HUANG, FAN ZHANG, JIM C. WILLIAMS,
and ALAN A. LUO

The formation of fine secondary hexagonal close packed (HCP) a-Ti precipitates provides major
strengthening in a new Ti-6Al-5Fe-0.05B-0.05C (mass fractions in pct) cast alloy. The phase
transformation mechanisms from the body-centered cubic (BCC) b-Ti matrix to fine a phase in
this new a-b titanium alloy were investigated experimentally and computationally using
CALculation of PHAse Diagram (CALPHAD)-based thermodynamic and kinetic models. The
discrete distribution of a precipitates was observed in the as-cast alloy with evidence of strong
Fe partitioning. Two main size groups of a precipitates and the Fe partitioning were
characterized using scanning electron microscopy, scanning transmission electron microscopy,
and synchrotron-based small-angle X-ray scattering techniques. A hypothesis of Fe-partitioning
driven a precipitate nucleation and growth was validated by precipitation simulation using
TC-PRISMA with customized thermodynamic and kinetic descriptions. These results suggested
a new titanium alloy design route involving high-mobility elements (enhancing fine secondary a
precipitates) and demonstrated the capability of CALPHAD-based modeling in titanium alloy
design.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HIGH strength, low density, and excellent corrosion
resistance are the main properties that make titanium
alloys attractive for a variety of applications, including
aircraft, aero-engines, biomedical devices and chemical
processing equipment.[1,2] However, high-volume appli-
cation of titanium alloys in the automotive industry is
hindered by the high costs of titanium and limited
selection of available commercial Ti alloys. Ti–6Al–4V
alloy, developed in 1954,[3] still dominates various
wrought and cast products, although it was originally
designed for wrought product applications at the time.

Over the last few decades, the design of new titanium
alloys has primarily used the conventional ‘‘trial-and-er-
ror’’ approach, which has been lengthy and costly.
Recently, CALculation of PHAse Diagrams (CAL-
PHAD) modeling, based on computational thermody-
namics, has proved to be a valuable tool in alloy design
under the ICME (Integrated Computational Materials
Engineering) framework with successful examples in
various alloy systems.[4] CALPHAD modeling can
provide quick predictions of phase constituents and
volume fractions for given alloy compositions, signifi-
cantly increasing the alloy design space and efficiency,
and reducing the extent of ‘‘trial-and-error’’ experimen-
tal work. CALPHAD modeling can also provide critical
information for microstructure predictions, such as
grain size,[5,6] alloying element segregation[7] and disso-
lution,[8] precipitation evolution[9] during solidification
and thermomechanical processing. These new tools
provide significant insights and guidance in alloy design
and process development.
Recently, a new Ti–Al–Fe alloy was designed and

developed using a CALPHAD-based approach.[10] The
formation of the fine secondary a-Ti phase during
cooling following solidification contributes to the excel-
lent mechanical properties in this novel alloy. While the
exact mechanisms for b fi fine a transformation in
Ti–Al–Fe alloys are unclear, it was speculated to be due
to a combined effect from this specific system’s thermo-
dynamic driving force and kinetics.[10] There have been
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several investigations on the b fi fine a transformation
mechanisms in commercial b titanium alloys such as
Ti–5Al–5Mo–5V–3Cr (mass fraction in pct,
Ti-5553).[11–15] Fine a homogenous precipitation in
Ti-5553 was produced using a step-quenching method.
The rapid temperature changes significantly increased
the nucleation rate of the a phase but with a slight
compositional variation.[11] Further investigation also
found that a similar phenomenon could be triggered by
fine precursory x phase as nucleation sites for fine a.[12]

In this novel Ti–Al–Fe alloy, the experimentally
observed compositional difference between a and b
phases from earlier work was significant and almost
reached the equilibrium composition.[10] This observa-
tion suggests a new pathway for the formation of this
fine secondary a, likely associated with strong elemental
partitioning.

Since the formation of fine a precipitates is the major
reason for higher strength in the new Ti–6Al–5-
Fe–0.05B–0.05C cast alloy, compared with cast com-
mercial Ti–6Al–4V alloy, it is important to investigate
the b fi fine a transformation. In this paper, CAL-
PHAD modeling and key characterizations, including
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM), and small angle X-ray scatter-
ing (SAXS) measurements, were set out to reveal the
exact mechanisms of this kinetically induced fine sec-
ondary a-Ti phase formation. SEM/TEM and SAXS
measurements provided morphological observation and
quantitative measurements of the fine secondary a-Ti
respectively, and both characterizations were consistent
with the CALPHAD phase transformation modeling
results. This investigation reveals a critical phase trans-
formation pathway for titanium alloy design, enabling
future titanium alloy development.

II. b fi a TRANSFORMATION MECHANISM
HYPOTHESIS

Iron (Fe) is one of the strongest b stabilizers in Ti
alloys. However, Fe is notorious for causing ‘‘b fleck’’
(b-stabilizer-rich defects) in ingot metallurgy products,
due to its fast diffusion and thus solute segregation
during freezing of the last Fe-rich liquid. Therefore,
traditional Ti alloys always limit or exclude Fe content
to avoid this problem. But in recent years, the emergence
of processes with high cooling rates such as permanent
mold casting and additive manufacturing skips the
slower cooling rate ingot metallurgy step. Therefore,
the involvement of high-kinetics elements, such as Fe,
can be considered again. Our earlier work reported an
interesting as-cast microstructure of a novel Ti–Al–Fe
alloy, which contained a fine secondary a phase,
contributing to its excellent mechanical properties.[10]

Since the secondary a phase is generally produced by
heat treatment in titanium alloys, its formation in the
as-cast condition is surprising and different from the
other b fi fine a formation mechanisms reported.[11–15]

As shown in the as-cast microstructure of a new
Ti–Al–Fe alloy in Figure 1, the b fi a nucleation and
growth process lead to two populations of a precipitates
with distinct sizes. Generally, as-cast a-b titanium alloys
show either lamellar or basket-weave microstructure
depending on their cooling conditions, but the a phase
size distribution is mostly continuous.[16] As schemati-
cally depicted in Figure 2, during the formation of a
lamellar structure, the primary a nucleates initially at the
b grain boundary. These primary a precipitates serve as
the heterogeneous nucleation sites for the secondary a at
the a/b-phase matrix interfaces. The lamellar growth
dominates the subsequent phase transformation. In
contrast, the basket-weave alpha microstructure forms
during higher cooling rates where the transformation is
nucleation rate dominated. In this case, tertiary a
heterogeneously nucleates on the boundary between
lamellar a and the remaining b matrix. The growth of a
phase obeys the Burgers orientation relationship, thus
forming the basket-weave microstructure. This magni-
tude of slow cooling rates is usually achieved in
post-casting heat treatment rather than the direct
cooling during casting.
In this work, due to the addition of a grain refiner

(boron) which promotes the formation of TiB at the b
grain boundary, the grain boundary a phase is not
continuous.[10,16] Our experimental observations suggest
that after the nucleation and growth of the primary a,
the secondary a homogenously nucleates from the
remaining b matrix. The is likely due to strong Fe
partitioning from the primary a to the b matrix, leading
to a Fe-enriched remaining b matrix. At the beginning,
the Fe-enriched b matrix has high nucleation barrier for
secondary a formation, but as the cooling continues, this
nucleation barrier will decrease, and the nucleation will
resume. In the experiment, a characteristic discontinu-
ous size difference between primary and secondary a is
shown in Figure 3, indicating that this secondary
nucleation has a much higher nucleation rate than the
primary one. With a high nucleation density, the
independent growth of these secondary a precipitates
becomes limited and results in the fine secondary a
phase, as illustrated in Figure 4. This hypothesis is based
on two assumptions: (1) the Fe partitioning between
primary a and b matrix is fast enough under high
cooling rates; and (2) the super-saturated b matrix after
Fe partitioning can introduce both high driving force
and nucleation rate for secondary a precipitate forma-
tion as the schematics shown in Figure 5. As cooling
proceeds, due to the fast diffusion of Fe in b matrix,
(b fi a + b) diffusional transformation will rapidly
occur, which leads to the over-saturation of the newly
formed b phase. Though the driving force might not be
sufficient for the transformation to occur immediately,
as further cooling proceeds, this driving force will
increase and trigger the diffusion transformation. This
hypothesis was investigated with precipitation simula-
tions using established thermodynamic and kinetic
databases and experimental measurements.
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Fig. 1—SEM images of as-cast Ti-6Al-5Fe-0.05B-0.05C alloy (mass fraction in pct) microstructures at different magnifications (a) through (c), in
which (c) shows a clear cluster of secondary a phase surrounded by significant different size of primary a phase.

Fig. 2—(a) Lamellar (the overlap between lamellar a does not indicate actual overlap but only drawing purpose) and (b) basket-weave
microstructures schematics.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Sample Preparation and Microstructure
Characterization

An experimental alloy with a nominal composition
Ti–6Al–5Fe–0.05B–0.05C (all mass fraction in pct,
boron and carbon are added for b grain refinement)
reported in an earlier publication[10] was prepared by
induction skull melting. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

were used for microstructure, morphology, and compo-
sitional analysis. SEM characterization was conducted
using a FEI Apreo* microscope, operated at 20 kV.

Fig. 3—STEM characterization of the secondary a in as-cast Ti-6Al-5Fe-0.05B-0.05C: (a) Bright field STEM and (b) HAADF-STEM images
showing the significant difference in size between primary and secondary a, (c) and (d) HAADF-STEM images of zoom-in secondary a.

*Certain commercial equipment, instruments, software or materials
are identified in this paper to foster understanding. Such identification
does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the Department of
Commerce or the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor
does it imply that the materials or equipment identified are necessarily
the best available for the purpose.
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Blanks for TEM foils were sectioned from as-cast
specimens using a low-speed diamond saw. The foils
were mechanically ground to a thickness of about
100 lm. Final thinning and perforation of the TEM
foils were completed by electro-polishing in an elec-
trolyte containing 5 pct perchloric acid, 35 pct butyl
cellosolve and 55 pct methanol at a temperature

of � 30 �C and an applied voltage of 30 V. TEM
characterization was performed on an image-corrected
and mono-chromated Titan3 60-300 microscope
equipped with a SuperX EDS system and operated at
300 keV.[10]

As reported previously, the as-cast microstructure of
the new Ti–Al–Fe alloy contained morphologically
similar a phase but with very different precipitate sizes
as shown in Figure 3. Upon close examination of
Figures 3(b) and (c), it can be seen that although the
morphology was similar to basket-weave type, the
secondary a phase was different from the commonly
observed basket-weave morphology in a-b titanium
alloys (in Ti–6Al–4V alloy, for example Reference 17).
The first primary a phase formed (the largest size a
phase in microstructure which presumably nucleated
and grew first) did not adhere to the secondary ones,
which was indicated by the precipitation free zone
between primary and secondary a phases. This obser-
vation showed that the secondary a phase did not
nucleate heterogeneously on the primary a, and instead,
nucleated in the remaining b matrix (after primary a
formation). Though the Fe-enriched b matrix will
reduce the driving force for secondary a formation,
but as the cooling continues, the driving force will
increase and resume the nucleation, which, depending
on the observation of larger amount of secondary a,
indicates a much larger driving force in this stage. It is
noted that the fine a phase only exists in the space
between primary a precipitates. These regions are large
enough that diffusion lengths required for lateral con-
traction is not possible, and thus the precipitation of

Fig. 4—Homogeneous nucleation of primary and secondary a
formation schematic (the overlap between secondary a does not
indicate actual overlap but only drawing purpose).

Fig. 5—Schematic phase diagram of a and b phases compositions evolution during cooling with fast kinetics b stabilizer (the number of steps
illustrated in the schematics do not refer to the real number of cooling steps).
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secondary a phase is allowed. Also, according to the
STEM-EDS result in earlier work,[10] the primary a
phase showed a strong Fe depletion into the b matrix,
suggesting that the kinetics of Fe in this alloy was likely
the main cause of the nucleation event increase and
dominated the phase transformation mechanism. This
observed partitioning also corroborates the schematic in
Figure 5, suggesting that with high Fe concentration at
the a/b interface, such local a nucleation is not preferred
due to insufficient driving force.

B. Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurement

Small-angle X-ray scattering measurements were per-
formed on the Ti–Al–Fe alloy specimen in transmission
geometry at sector 9-ID of the Advanced Photon Source
(APS) of Argonne National Laboratory. The sample
thickness was 0.35 mm. This instrument combines a
Bonse-Hart type ultra-small angle X-ray scattering
setup with a high-sensitivity pinhole SAXS setup. It
provides absolute scattering intensity over a q range
from � 1 9 10–4 Å�1 to � 1 Å�1. Here q = 4p/k sin(h),
where k is the monochromatic wavelength
(k = 0.5904 Å, corresponding to X-ray energy of
21 keV) used for this measurement and h is one half of
the scattering angle 2h. A high photon density (1 9 1013

photon/(s mm2)), large sample volume (beam size
0.8 mm 9 0.8 mm), and a high X-ray detection effi-
ciency ensure the capture of statistically meaningful
microstructural information. More details about this
instrument can be found elsewhere.[18]

IV. FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING
OF AS-CAST COOLING PROFILE

To acquire the cooling curve of the as-cast sample, finite
elementmodellingwas carried out using casting simulation
software, ProCAST, as thermal couple was not possible in
the vacuum induction furnace in this work. The molten

titanium alloy was solidified in a water-cooled copper
crucible with inner diameter of 60 mm and wall thickness
of 10 mm. In the simulation, the initial temperature of the
molten titanium alloy was 2000 �C, and the initial temper-
ature of the crucible was 200 �C. The outside of the copper
crucible was set at 20 �C, because there was chill water
constantly circulating around the crucible. The thermal
conductivity of the alloy was calculated from CALPHAD
predictions. Figure 6 shows the thermal conductivity as a
function of temperature. Specific heat and latent heat of
this alloy are set as constant at 1100 J/(kg K) and 288 kJ/
kg (Ti-64 data in ProCAST database). The heat transfer
coefficient between the alloy and the crucible is calibrated
as constants with 1000 W/(m2 K) above liquidus temper-
ature and 100 W/(m2 K) below solidus temperature. The
heat transfer coefficient changes linearly between the
liquidus and solidus temperature.[19] The simulated cooling
profile is used as the input for the precipitation simulation.

V. CALPHAD MODELING

A. Thermodynamic and Kinetic Descriptions of Ti–Al–Fe
System

As illustrated in Section III, thermodynamic and
kinetic descriptions of participating phases are necessary
in phase transformation modeling, providing basis for
alloy equilibrium conditions, thermodynamic driving
force, atomic mobility, etc. Since there are no compre-
hensive commercial databases for Ti–Al–Fe ternary
system, customized Ti–Al–Fe thermodynamic and
kinetic descriptions were established in prior work[20]

and applied in this investigation. Boron and carbon are
not major alloying elements but act as grain refiners,
and therefore are not included in this description to
simplify the modeling. A comprehensive database for
the entire composition regime is still under development,
but the a and b phase descriptions in Ti-rich corner are
sufficient for this work. As shown in Figures 7 and 8, the
equilibrium pathway of Ti–6Al–5Fe represents the
reasonable b transus, and the partitioning of Al and
Fe in a and b phases also represents clear difference,
correlating with the composition measurements in
earlier work.[10] As for kinetic database, since only

Fig. 6—Thermal conductivity of Ti–Al–Fe as a function of
temperature, which is based on CALPHAD simulation. Fig. 7—Equilibrium pathway of Ti–6Al–5Fe.
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tracer and impurity diffusivities were involved,[21–26] its
limitation was recognized.

B. Nucleation and Growth Rate Model

In this work, Kampmann–Wagner numerical (KWN)
model[26] is applied using the TC-PRISMA module in
ThermoCalc software.[27] Within the KWN framework,
the classical nucleation and general (Morral–Purdy)
growth rate models are chosen.

1. Nucleation
The time-dependent nucleation rate is expressed by

Eq. [1][28]:

J� ¼ b�ZNexp �DG�

kT

� �
exp � s

t

� �
; ½1�

where N is the nucleation site density; k is Boltzmann’s
constant; T is temperature; t is time. DG* is the critical
nucleus formation energy and defined as[27]:

DG� ¼ 16pc3

3ðDGb!a=Va
mÞ

2
½2�

where c is the interfacial energy, which is calculated
with coherent bond counting model, directly using cal-
culated bulk Gibbs-free energy of a and b phases[27];

DGb!a is the phase transformation driving force; Va
m is

the molar volume of the precipitate phase. b* is the
rate of atomic transfer at the nucleus–matrix boundary
and defined as[27]:

b� ¼ 4pr�2

a4

Xk
i¼1

ðxa=bi � x
b=a
i Þ

2

x
b=a
i Di

" #�1

; ½3�

where x
a=b
i and x

b=a
i are elemental compositions at the

interface at precipitate (a) and matrix (b) sides (precip-
itate/matrix); a is the atomic jump distance at inter-
face, equal to lattice parameter; Di is the matrix
diffusion coefficient; r* is the critical nucleus radius
and defined as[27]:

r� ¼ � 2cVa
m

DGb!a ; ½4�

Z is the Zeldovich non-equilibrium factor and defined
as[27]:

Z ¼ Va
m

2pNAr�2

ffiffiffiffiffi
c
kt

r
½5�

s is the incubation time and defined as[29]:

s ¼ 1

2Z2b�
½6�

It should be noted that in nucleation model, the initial
nucleus size is small and can be approximated as
spherical regardless of its geometry, which is considered
in the growth model.
As shown in Figure 1, neither the primary nor

secondary a phase is specifically located on grain
boundaries, but more evenly distributed as illustrated
in the schematic in Figure 4. Furthermore, the gaps
between primary and secondary a also indicate that the
secondary a does not nucleate on the primary a
boundaries. Therefore, the nucleation site type is defined
as bulk homogenous nucleation. However, it is well-
known that homogenous nucleation has relatively high
energy barrier. It is more likely that at least part of a
phase is nucleated from in-grain dislocations. But since
the determination of dislocation density is complex, in
this work, bulk homogenous nucleation site is
applied.[27,30] Also, as observed from the microstructure
in Figure 3, morphologies of both a phases are needle-
like and thus are modelled as the ellipsoidal needle-
geometry, with an aspect ratio ( la) of 3 for the precipitate
nuclei, in which l and a are the length and width of the
precipitate respectively.

2. Growth
The simplified growth rate model is a quasi-steady

state approximation.[24] The growth rate is expressed
by[27]:

v ¼ 2cVa
mK

r

1

r�
� 1

r

� �
; ½7�

where r is the current precipitate size; K is the kinetic
parameter defined as[27]:

K ¼ ½
X ðxb=aðrÞ � xa=bðrÞÞ2ni

xb=aðrÞMi
�
�1

; ½8�

where xb=aðrÞ and xa=bðrÞ are the elemental compositions
of precipitate and matrix phases at precipitate-matrix
interface; and Mi is the corresponding atomic mobility
in the matrix; and ni is the effective diffusion distance
factor for each independent component i, represented by

ni ¼ Xi

2k2i
; where Xi ¼ xb

i
�x

b=a
i x

a=b
i � x

b=a
i as dimensionless

supersaturation for different component, and 2k2i � 2k3iffiffiffi
p

p
exp k2i

� �
erfc kið Þ ¼ Xi:

Fig. 8—Elemental segregation during equilibrium pathway of
Ti–6Al–5Fe. Fe in a is nearly 0, and is plotted at the bottom of the
figure.
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3. Mobility description
The mobility description is based on the binary

impurity and self-diffusion data of Ti, Al and Fe in
the BCC b-phase matrix. Kinetic calculations in ternary
regime are generally based on extrapolation of binary
data. In this simulation, a mobility enhancement pref-
actor (MEP) was modified as reflection of mobility data,
which is a temperature-independent multiplier factor for
diffusion frequency factor, D0. MEP in this work is
defined as 100. Since there are discrepancies of D0

among different mobility assessments, a multiplier
within two orders of magnitude of difference is accept-
able.[31] This modification indicates potential effect from
undefined binary and ternary interaction parameters in
the kinetic description.

4. Molar volumes of matrix (b) and precipitate (a)
phases

Molar volumes of disordered BCC and HCP phases
are modeled in the database with simple rule of mixture
as Eq. 9:

Vm ¼
X
i

xi
mVi; ½9�

where xi is the mole fraction of the element, and mVi is
the molar volume of pure element in phase m. The molar
volumes of BCC/HCP Ti and BCC Fe are acquired from
experiments,[32] while the molar volumes of HCP Fe and
BCC/HCP Al are acquired from first-principle calcula-
tion since they are metastable.[33,34] For simplicity, all
pure element molar volumes are considered tempera-
ture-independent and only composition-dependent. The
molar volume contour maps of BCC and HCP phases
are shown in Figure 9. Though Lu et al.[35] assessed the
temperature-dependence of experimental molar volume
for pure elements, applying the temperature-dependence
may cause conflicts with first-principle calculated
metastable phase parameters. Therefore, the tempera-
ture-dependence is ignored in this work.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Cooling Analysis During Casting

The FEM simulated cooling profile at the center of
the as-cast specimen is shown in Figure 10. It can be
seen that, except for the initial fast cooling in 50 sec-
onds, the rest of the cooling profile is close to parabolic,
which has gradually decreased cooling rate. The cooling
profile is used as the input for precipitation simulation.

B. a Nucleation Rate and Driving Force Evolution

Figure 11 shows the calculated evolution of a nucle-
ation rate and its driving force with temperature profile.
As cooling proceeds, both nucleation rate and driving
force indicate two separate a nucleation events at
approximately 880 �C and 625 �C, respectively. There
is clearly a gap in the nucleation rate curve, where the
nucleation rate drops to less than 10–30 nuclei/(m3 s1)
(less than 10–57 nuclei/(nm3 s1)). The first nucleation rate

Fig. 9—Composition-dependent molar volume maps of (a) b
(BCC_A2) and (b) a (HCP_A3) phases.

Fig. 10—ProCAST simulated cooling profile at the center of the
as-cast specimen.
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peak and the subsequent gap represent the primary a
formation and its growth happening in a short time
period, resulting in smaller number density but larger
size of a precipitates. The second nucleation rate peak
represents the secondary a formation happening in an
extended time period, which results in higher number
density but smaller size of a precipitates. This simulation
output correlates well with the experimental observation
of the discontinuous a size distribution.

C. Comparison with Experimental Results

The synchrotron SAXS data were analyzed to provide
a bulk and statistically meaningful description of the size
distribution of the a phase. It was assumed that a
two-phase system, i.e., a precipitates embedded in the b
matrix in the analysis, and the precipitates have an
ellipsoidal shape with a length to diameter ratio of 3,
consistent with the SEM observation and the model
assumption. A maximum-entropy small-angle scattering
analysis approach was used,[36] to avoid any possible
bias introduced by assumed size distribution. Figure 12
shows the comparison between the a-phase volume
densities measured by SAXS and predicted by PRISMA
simulations. Overall, the simulation and the experimen-
tal result show remarkable agreement. The size distri-
bution shows two separated segments and a notable gap
at approximately 1 lm, with the smaller segment being
secondary a and the larger one being primary a. The size
distribution of the secondary a is broad, with a
maximum near 700 Å in both experiments and simula-
tions, while that of the primary a is considerably
narrower, with a maximum at approximately 3 lm. It

should be pointed out that the SAXS results are not
direct measurements of the precipitates. To properly
evaluate the absolute volume fractions of the primary
and secondary a, more information, such as the local
mass density and electron density variation near the
precipitates, is required. Nevertheless, the data demon-
strate that the PRISMA simulation captured the essence
of the precipitation of the a phases in a bulk volume of
the new Ti–Al–Fe alloy.
As described in Section V–B–1, the nucleation in this

work was assumed to be homogenous. Therefore, the
initial available nucleation sites in the simulation were
calculated based on the matrix phase and each atom in
the matrix phase was a potential nucleation site.[26]

However, different from the case of Ti-5553,[12] the
experimental alloy in this investigation was directly
cooled from the liquid state without any annealing step
to eliminate heterogenous nucleation sites such as
vacancies and dislocations. Thus, it was reasonable to
assume that at least some precipitates could heteroge-
neously nucleate on dislocations (the possibility of
heterogenous nucleation on primary a boundaries were
excluded based on experimental observation). However,
the secondary a morphology conflicted with the assump-
tion of complete dislocation-based heterogenous nucle-
ation. Because based on experimental observation,
under such assumption, the nucleation site density for
the secondary a was significantly higher than primary a,
and further implied a non-uniform spatial distribution
of the dislocation density across the microstructure.
It is reasonable to surmise that the actual nucleation

should have a combination of both heterogenous and
homogenous mechanisms: heterogenous for primary a

Fig. 11—Calculated evolution of a nucleation rate, driving force, and temperature profile.
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and homogenous for secondary a. However, it is not
possible to create such boundary conditions in the
present TC-PRIMSA model, and it is difficult to
estimate the dislocation density for primary a phase
only. The number density of a precipitates might not
quantitatively reflect the experimental results, but the
size discontinuity was still proved. The other limitation
of the current model is the simplification of mobility
description, resulting in the usage of MEP. However, as
discussed in Section V–B–3, this modification factor is
not considered to be significant, and is expected to be
resolved with fully assessed mobility description.

The actual cooling profile in casting processes could
be different from the FEM simulation. The cooling rate
would likely affect the magnitude of Fe partitioning out
of primary a regime to the remaining b regime.
However, since Fe has almost zero solubility in a-Ti,
its partitioning could be more contributed by thermo-
dynamic stability than kinetic transport, meaning that
Fe partitioning would not be significantly affected by the
cooling rate. Nonetheless, cooling rate would affect (1)
the homogenization of Fe in remaining b, and (2)
growth of primary and secondary a. Thus, the following
two scenarios can be hypothesized based on potential
different cooling profiles: (1) with higher overall cooling
rate, primary a will be smaller while secondary a remains
similar size but larger fraction, and (2) with lower
cooling rate, the primary a will be larger while secondary
a remains similar size but a smaller fraction. Addition-
ally, precipitate-free zones (PFZs) between primary and
secondary a will be smaller at higher cooling rates,
which in this simulation will be reflected on the size
distribution peaks in Figure 12.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the formation mechanisms of primary
and secondary a precipitates in Ti–Al–Fe system,
specifically for a new high-strength alloy Ti–6Al–5-
Fe–0.05B–0.05C, are investigated using a CALPHAD-
based phase transformation model and validated by
TEM and SAXS experimental results, with the following
conclusions:

1. The b fi a phase transformation in Ti–Al–Fe alloy
system is modeled with our new thermodynamic
and kinetic descriptions and the simulation agrees
well with the experimental results.

2. In Ti–Al–Fe system, the elemental segregation,
mainly Fe, introduces a significant increase in
nucleation driving force, and therefore leads to a
higher secondary nucleation peak during solid state
b fi (a + b) phase transformation. With higher
nucleation rate in a smaller spatial regime, the
secondary nuclei only have limited growth and
resulted in a very fine secondary a phase.

3. The fast partitioning of Fe leads to ‘‘in-situ equilib-
rium’’, in which the b matrix continues to reach
equilibrium composition during phase transforma-
tion. This is mainly due to the high mobility of b
stabilizer, and also contributes to the nucleation
driving force and growth rate as explained in
Section II with Figure 5 via facilitating ultra-fine
secondary a formation at lower temperature.

4. The formation of fine secondary a phase via
elemental partitioning, without complex
thermo-mechanical treatment procedures, offers an
important avenue to achieve high strength in as-cast

Fig. 12—Comparison between PRISMA simulation and SAXS measurement results.
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titanium alloys. Upon selection of alloying ele-
ments, the criterion of high mobility and driving
force changes during phase transformation provide
critical new vision in titanium alloy design and
development.
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